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INSTAGRAM STORIES: MONTHLY WELLNESS CHECK-IN
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INSTAGRAM TV: BEAUTY TREATMENTS

Reiki Facial with Nousha Salimi
Prenatal Lymphatic Drainage 
Massage with Flavia Lanini

Pregnancy Safe Facial at Georgia 
Louise at Allbright



INSTAGRAM TV: EAT THIS, NOT THAT

Energy Bars Starbucks Breakfast Carl’s Jr.



TIK TOK

What She Said at the W Hotel 5 Steps to Glowing Skin Hood Fit at the Dream Hollywood



EMAIL NEWSLETTER

From: ChristineBullock.com christine@christinebullock.com
Subject: The Surprising Key to Youth !

Date: February 4, 2020 at 8:59 AM
To: Julia Rubien julia@kayobodycare.com

Hello Julia Rubien,

 

Welcome February!

I recently rediscovered an idea borrowed from the yoga tradition that I absolutely love

and wanted to share with you all this month. It’s the idea that stagnation is death and that

movement or continual transformation brings new life energy into all parts of us. A big

idea, right? Sit with that for a second.

 

A lot of cultures around the world actually have names for this— what we here in the West

call “energy” is what Hindu philosophy calls “prana” and what Chinese philosophy calls

“chi” or “qi.” Regardless of your spiritual beliefs, this concept is powerful because it

teaches us how to stay young despite our body growing older. On a physical level, when

we stop moving our body can quickly become stiK or injured. Especially in the modern

era of sitting for eight hours behind a computer screen, it’s so important to Nt in some

type of movement every single day to get our blood Oowing. Here are some options:

 

Go for a brisk 30 minute walk on your lunch break

Take a Ntness class or go for a hike on the weekends

Spend 10 minutes stretching before bed

Squeeze in a 20 minute FitOn App workout with me in the morning

 

On a mental and emotional level, it’s important that we continue to learn, set goals,

transform our inner dialogues, and embrace change as it comes. It’s so common to hear

people say “take me back to my 20’s” or “if only I could stay that young forever” and I

disagree. Every new year is a blessing that makes me wiser and stronger. To stay stuck at

one age would be stagnation, and would eliminate the challenges at every decade that

make us grow into dynamic human beings.

 

With Kayo Body Care, I talk a lot about aging on the outside— but age is truly something

determined on the inside. It happens when we become stuck in our ways, closed oK to

new ideas, and convinced that “I’m too old for that.” Change will come and sometimes it’ll

be hard, but we have to remember that growth IS uncomfortable and that growth is the

most potent anti-aging formula to exist. If you’re feeling stuck lately, here are some

starting points:

 

Visit one new place you’ve never been to before, whether it’s a new restaurant,

museum, Ntness studio, hiking trail, or city
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Think about the change happening in your life and journal 5 positive things it will

bring into your world

Challenge yourself to become an expert in something, even if it’s as small as

becoming the expert in making the best homemade pasta sauce

Rearrange furniture in your home and redecorate your space

 

As always, let me know if you implement any of these tips— I love when you guys tag me

in your Instagram stories and I’m so grateful for this community we’ve built together.

This month, go forward with open arms and feel empowered to do or be anything you

choose!
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